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Abstract. In case of the near-field measurement, the During the scanner antenna movement, the cable between
radiatedfield by the measured antenna is received by two- the scanner antenna and the VNA is moved. Thus, the
dimensional scanner in defined points. During the process parameters of this cable are also changed. This change can
of the field scanning, the cable between the VNA and the be so high that the distortion of the transformed far-filed
scanner antenna is moved and its parameters are changed. antenna pattern can exceed the feasible level.
This paper deals with the evaluation of the cable The cable error can be corrected by the full
parameters changes. The dominant change is represented calibration using open, short and match calibers (OSM) in
by the phase deviation of the cable transmission all measured points during the scanning. This procedure is
coefficient. very time consuming, because it is necessary to perform
The paper also proposes the method of the cable errors four scanner measurements (three calibers and the scanner
correction and evaluation of the correction method antenna) in all points. It is also possible to use microwave
efficiency. The correction can be based on the full switches and E-Cal devices in order to minimize the
calibration at the reference plane of the scanner antenna number of performed scanner measurement to one.
feeding in all points of scannedfield. The aforementioned However, the needed equipment does not represent
approach is more time consuming than the proposed commonly used devices and, at the same time, do not exist
method, where the full calibration is performed in one for the higher frequencies. The cable errors can be also
selectedpoint, while the correction ofthe cable parameters minimized by using of the cables with the high degree of
is based on the estimation based on the input impedance of the phase stability. The costs of these cables are very high,
the cable loaded by the scanner antenna. thus the latter stay out of reach of the majority of the

research groups.

The proposed correction method, stated below, was

Keywords elaborated in order to minimize the cable phase error with
minimal number of measurement. The proposed method

Near-filed, radiation pattern, cable phase stability, can be easily extended and applied also in case of the near-
VNA, 2D plane scanner, error two-port. filed measurement of antennas patterns (which is not the

field of interest of this paper).

1. Introduction
Commonly used high directive antennas or phased 2. Correction Method

arrays have very huge far-field region. The measurement of The cable can be characterized by the error two-port
the antenna patterns is more complicated or very [2] in each point of measurement array of the scanned area.
expensive. The antenna pattern measurement can be The error two-port of the cable is obtained by OSM
performed using the near-field method. The calibration ofVNA on the end of cable in case of the ideal
electromagnetic filed radiated by the measured antenna is VNA (calibrated VNA); see Fig. 1.
scanned in the near-field region and the captured field
distribution is transformed into the far-field antenna Error
patterns [1]. It is necessary to capture all complex Pedc -
parameters, thus the vector network analyzer (VJNA) iS R&ICOee 3 rrolrTerms
used for the characteristic measurement. Cable

The radiated field is commonly captured in the two- Fig. 1. Basic measurement scheme.
dimensional plane (x, z), cylinder (#, z) or sphere (#, S9).
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Under thos condition, the error two-ports (ETP) of 3. Experimental Measurement
cable, which transforms measured SI, parameter into the
calibrated VNA (Fig. 1), can be calculated by means of the The vector network analyzer Agilent E8364A and
following equation [3]: calibers Agilent 85056K were used for the experimental

measurement. Firstly, the VNA was calibrated by using the
eo0o F1MF_Al - F_Al LFM OSM method and the parameters of calibers were

measured. All measurements were performed within the
ell jM2-42 -rA2 M2 frequency band ranging from 36 to 38.5 GHz. Secondly,

LAej 1 FM3FA3 -F4A3 !FM3 the cable (Rosenberger RTKO40, 2 m) was connected
between VNA and measurement array. The input

which are derived from impedance of the cable was measured, whereas the OSM
calibers and scanner antenna were sequentially connected

F _0 - 00 e A (2) at the end of the cable, in every point of the measurement
aO l-eellAF( array.

where The average standard deviations (SD) of the cable
error two-port parameters follow:

Ae = eooell - (elOeOl). (3) SD(eOO) 0.004

The parameters of error two-ports are shown in Fig. SD(ell) 0.004
2. SD(el0e0l) = 0.05

DUT The parameter SD(eloeol) is twelve times higher than
the other parameters. As a result, it is acceptable to neglect

o aT 1 tthe parameters SD(eoo) and SD(e11) in the correction. The
a. Ii I ii standard deviation of the amplitude of the reflection

Fm Xetoo e111 j i i r 4 coefficient for different points was, on average, equal to
. ; 0.01, which corresponds to the accuracy of VNA

bo b measurement. As a consequence, the correction of the
. . ..=.=. amplitude turns out to be useless. The standard deviation of

Fig. 2. Parameters of error two-port. the phase of reflection coefficient equaled, on average, 10°.

The OSM calibration is made on the edge of the cable The standard deviations of the measured reflection
in the first point of measurement array. The scanner coefficients of the components (short, open and waveguide
antenna is measured in each point of measurement array. In aperture) in every point of the measurement array are
the first point (calibration) of measurement array, the depicted in Fig. 3, 4, 6 and 7. All lines in figures show the
actual reflection coefficient of component can be standard deviations of the measured impedances, solved
calculated as follows: from all points of the measurement array. The measured

impedance (short, open or aperture antenna) is transformed
FFM (1) - eo0 (1) through the solved error two-port from the impedance

FA(-F.M (1)el (1) - Ae (1) (4) measured at the beginning of the cable.

The SD, where the ETP is calculated only for one
where the number in the brackets stands for the single point of the measurement array and each

positions in measurement array. measurement was transformed through the aforementioned

Provided that, the eo0 and e1l parameters of error two- ETP, is indicated by the green line. The SD, where the
port of cable remain constant for each point of ETPs are calculated from the OSM calibers measured in all
measurement array, parameter AeC can be calculated points, is depicted by the blue line. The SD, where the ETP
according to the following equation is calculated only for one single point of the measurement

array and corrected in all points, is represented by the red
n
FM(n)FA(l)el1 (1) + el ()- FM (n) 5 line. The correction is based on the impedance (short,

AeC(n)-frl(l) ' ( ) open, aperture antenna located at the cable end) changes
FA(1) measured at the cable beginning.

in each point in measurement array. Then the In case of the short as the correction component, the
corrected reflection coefficient can be calculated as SD of the open transformed through the ETP solved in all

r(n)-e (1) points is approximately fourteen times smaller (0.70) than
rA(n) FM OO (6) the SD of the open transformed through the ETP solved
FA() M(n)e11(1)-Aec(n) only in one point. Moreover, it is approximately seven

times smaller (1.50) than the SD of the open transformed



through the corrected ETP solved only in one point; see ___
Fig. 3 and 4.

The high value of the SD of phase is caused, at some c
frequencies, by the small value of the reflection coefficient
of the waveguide aperture; see Fig.5. In case that the
correction component is waveguide aperture (Fig.6,7), the 036 36.5 37 37.5 38 38.5
correction method efficiency is unsatisfactory at the f(GHz)
frequencies, where the reflection coefficient of waveguide Fig. 5. Magnitude of reflection coefficient of waveguide
aperture is smaller than 0. 15; see Fig.5. aperture.
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4. Conclusion
For the near-field measurement, the cable parameters

were measured and the changes were evaluated in the
frequency band of up to 40 GHz. Changes of the cable
reflections and the amplitude of the transmission equal
approximately to the reflection measurement error of the
VNA. On the other hand, the SD of phase changes of the
cable transmission is approximately equal to 10°.

In case of the OSM calibration in all points of the
measured array, the SD of phase changes is dramatically
lower. It amounts approximately to 0.70. The above-
mentioned method is very time consuming.

This paper proposes the simplified correction method
and analyzes its advantages as well as disadvantages. The
OSM calibration was perforned only in one single
position. The cable phase error is corrected using the
measured deviance of the cable/antenna impedance. The
SD of phase changes equals approximately 1.5°. Although
the latter is approximately two times higher, the time of the
measurement is much shorter. This correction is successful
only in case the scanner antenna reflections are better than
0.15.
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